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APPROPRIATE FINISHES 
MARTHA MERRIFIELD 

Extension Clothing Specialist 

To look "like a million" on practically nothing is the problem that con
fronts all of us these days. The most unbeatable way to do this is to wield 
a clever needle. 

There is no deep, dark mystery to sewing. Of course, there are rules to 
follow, as in anything that is to be dane well, and these rules are made to 
be followed strictly. Short cuts and makeshifts are what so often give that 
"homemade" look to many of our dresses made at home. However, do not 
over finish your garments. 

Make a practice of using the finest needles and the finest thread that 
your fabric will allow. Coarse thread and coarse needles ruin many a dress. 

Success in dressmaking depends an following instructions. Read every 
word, study every picture, and then follow them out to the letter. 

The following suggestions and instructions are given as a guide to help 
with sewing problems, and try to meet as fully as possible the calls made 
and questions asked. 

SEWING EQUIPMENT 

Good sewing equipment is necessary for the best results. A work basket 
or box is convenent in which to keep the sewing tools and for small articles 
of clothing. In this way, your equipment does not get lost and is always in 
readiness. 

The equipment should be: 

Scissors: Large enough and sharp enough to make an even, smooth cut 
in the material. Good care must be taken of your scissors if the best re
sults are expected. Use them only as you would any delicate piece of ma
chinery. 

Thimble: A good metal thimble is less clumsy than a celluloid one. 
Avoid brass. 

Needles and Thread: The finest needle that will carry the thread 
should be used. For ordinary use, number 7 or 8 needle and 60 or 70 thread 
are the most satisfactory. 

Tape Measure: Select one numbered on both sides, with numbers be-
ginning at opposite ends. 

Pins: Fine pins with sharp points should be selected. 

Emery: Good for removing roughness from needles. 

Beeswax: Aids in keeping thread from curling and wearing, especially 
for fine handwork. 

Tailor's Chalk: For marking seams. 
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lrolllng Board: Have one strODi, well padded and clean. Have de
tacbable covers and change often. 

Sleeve :aoa-d: Necessary for good sleeve pressing. 
Pressmc CloQl: SboUld be of good clean heaVY material, free from 

atarch, sizing or lint. 
CUtuq Surface: A IIII100th, flat cutting surface is needed. 

CAlJTIONS! 

1. Buy your fabric to suit your plllttern, so that your dress will be cor
rectly styled. 

2. Take your measureinents caref:ully so that the garment will fit you as 
you would like it to--ea.sny or snugly. 

3. Read oa.retully the lnstructioos for laying out the pattern .. 

(. M:ea.surfe the width of your material and use the guide that corre
sponds to it. 

6. Separate the pattern pieces; ·mow exactly what piece.S you will use 
aDd ·Wbat each aect1on represents. 

6. Make any necessary pattern alterations before laying the pattern on 
the material. 

7. straighten one end of the material before beginning to cut. 
8. Pin the edges together and lay the material out smothly on the cut

ting table. 
9. Pin the largeSt piece of ~our pattern In place on the material, 

·using a suf11elent number of pms to insure their holdlng in place 
until ,the cutting is completed. 

10. Use weights to hold the material in place if it has a tendency to slip 
or al1de, such as ch1f1'on, tnmspe.rent velvet, or organdle. 

11. Ollt each seam line as evenly as possible, avoid4ng jagged edges. 

1~. Mark all notches and perforations. For this, tall01'8' tacks are gen
erally preferred. U the material is firm, such as cotton or taffeta or 
finely woven wool, ~ marks may be used. These can be easily 
brushed off later. In any case, indicate every notch so that the pat
tern pieces will be joined correctly. 

13. If there are tucks or ah1rr1ngs or ple&lts, put these in paace before 
joining the foundation pl.eces of the garment. 

14. Use plenty of pins. 

15. Famll1arlze yourself with each piece of the pattern so that when you 
are ready to join them ~ther you will know exactly where each 
comes. 

16. Seams are usually allowed. study your pattern to see if this is so. 
17. Do nOt use too long a thread as it tangles easlly .. 
18. In basting for fitting, take stitches no longer than one-fourth inch. 
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19. Por speed take aevera1 ba8t1Dg atltcbes on your needle at one time. 
20. Keep your work clean and free from wriDklea and WOil'k ·on a table, 

Ia.p board, or sewing macb1De top. 
21. Cut the thread from the work. U It 18 brokeD oU, the last stltchea 

may be pulled and puckered. 
22. Press each aeam before joi'nlrlg to another. Use the troD ofteit. 

STITCBliiS 
Tdor Taclklq (Fia'. 1) : Tb1a Ia uaed to mark pattern perf01'1otlOD8 or 

,....------------....., other .marldDgs that a.re to be made 
tbrouch two la.yem of material 

' Leave the pattenl. ~ to the 
material after cuttlllg. Use double 

r-----? : thread, begin with a back atltch, 
! then take running atltcb.es, but leave 

a loop ot each stlch on tb.e top side. 
1 When completed, pull the plecea of 
cloth apart and clip the stitches. 
Both pieces of material a.re tb.eD 

L---------£-----' properly marked. 

Ff&'. I.-Tailor Tacldng 

B.DDDinr SUtch (Fig. 2) : This is the simplest form of stitch used In 
band sewing and has many uses where a strong stitch 1s unnecessary such 
as basting, gathering, shirrlng, and tucldng. 

0\= = =. 
___ 8\ ____ _ 
~------------~L~~~------------A 6 

EYeD BaiiUDi (FJr. 2): Tb1a 

fo:rm of basting 18 to be used where .r-------------, 
the two pieces of material are to be 
held firmly In the fitting of gar-
ments. The stitches should be the-+-• 0\_,. c:::=t = c::::::. • 
same length on both sides. 

Uneven :BastiDg (Fia'. 2) : Used 
where theni Is no stmln. Make 
stitches with long stitches on top 
and short ones on bottom. C 

Fig. 2.--stitches. a. Bunning Stitch. b. Even Baslinr· e. Uneven Bastblc· 
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. O.V.erbandblg , .(Ji'ic •. 3) : Is .lUIEl<l . .for sewing on lace, pa,tching, for flat 
llemmtng or joining. two edges of matertal, .Hold cloth between first flnger 
a.ncl thumb with edges together a.nd bring the needle through boUt edges, 
JJOlntlng the needle toward the cheat, llavtng first fastened the threa.d with 
several over a.nd over stitches. Do not ta.ke stitches. too deep, too close to
gether, nor draw tbem too tight. 

Overcasting (Fig. 3): Is used to keep sea.m edges from raveling. Trlm 
tbe raw edges evenly. Hold the materia.l over the first finger, _using the 

6 

c 

Fig. 3. Stitches. 
a. Overlumdfng it. Overeasting 
e. SUp Stitch d. catch Stitch 

second to draw it through and hold 
In proaition by .the thumb. The 
needle should point towa.rd the left 
shoulder, pa,sstng it through from 
under to upper side, forming a 
slanting stitch. Work either from 
left to right or right to left. Keep 
the sti·tches the same dlstance apart 
and the same depth. Do not draw. 
If the seam ravels too badly, a 
blanket stitch may be used. 

SUp Stitch (Fie. 3) : The a11P 
stitch is invisible. A very small 
stitch is taJren in the cloth opposite 
from where the needle comes out of 
the fold, and the needle is then 
slipped through the edge of the fold 
to where the next stitch is to be 
taken-about one-fourth to ane-balf 
inch. 

catch Stitch (Ji'ic. 3) : Is used 
to hold down an edge. It may also 
be used for decoration. The catch 
stitch is worked from left, to right. 
Fasten the thread and bring the 
needle out at the upper left-hand 
end of edge to be held down or space 
to be decorated. Take a stitch below 
from right to left far enough to the 
right of where the thread is fastened 
to give the proper slant to the stitch. 

Then take another stitch at upper edge, exactly on a line with the begin
ning of the first stitch, and far enough to the right to give the proper slant 
and eontlnue in •me manner. 
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SEAMS· 

Choosing Seams-The Type of Seam to Use 

A question that seems to bother so many people in sewing is what type 
of seam is proper to use. Different people will answer it differently accord
ing to their teachings or to long time practicea. Again, there is often more 
than one kind suitalble for the same place--iUfferent people may use a dif
ferent seam and yet each be right. No one seam is absolutely suited to all 
uses. 

Points That Determine the Choice of Seam 

Ask these queations in regard to each seam: 
1. Is it sUitable for the type of garment chosen 
2. Is it suited to the kind of material? 
3. Will it be strong enough to wear well? 
4. I& it suited to the location in the garment? 
5. Is it fiat and ligbt enough not to detract from the outside appear

ance? 
6. Are the seams well made, with straight stitching, proper thread used, 

good tension, and of correct width? 
7. Are they easily and quickly made? 

Conflicts Often Occur 

It is often true that one need conflicts with another. Of the above 
factors, a material may take a French seam very well, buit it might not wor~ 
in satisfactorily for the seam's location on the garment. Po:r instance: n 
might be suitable for side, shoUlder, and sleeve seams, but not for curved 
yoke, bias pe.neis, or arinsCye. 

Such problems often arise, imd the decision must be made as lio Which. 
problem is the most important. Select the seam which best fUlfills this· 
particular need even if others must be ignored. 

When deciding what kind of a Seam. to use, always hold to proper 
standards. Do no~. be satisfied to copy poor kinds of construction. 

M&idua' ·seams 
Good seams carefully stitched and perfectly pressed immediately after 

stitching are most necessary if a garment is to hang well and fit smoothly. 
· B&fore basting, pm ·seams .carefUlly t;ogether, :with. ptns-at right. tmgles to" 

seams. If one-~~ ed~-18 biaS;hold'ilfbh·toP.·· Stttch~··atia!gbt 8.hd 
true. It is wfselit' to ·~e a.ll' sE!ama~i'Ore"'·i!Utchlng'::·:, · .. ' · . "" 

Plain Seam (Fig. 4) : This is made lty placing one edge of material ex
actly on top of the other, basting and stitching the two together. This 
seam is usually about % or % inch wide according to finish. The edgea 
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may be pinked, overcast, edge stitched, ptcoted or bound. They may be 
pressed open or left together accordtDg to the material used and the loca

ttan on the goa.rment. 

t=: -----
~------

Pinked-Plain Seam (~. 'l: 
Notch the seam edges either by hand 
or with a p1nldng macbine, and press 

A open. This :f1nfSh Is desirable for ma
terials tbat do not ravel, such as taf
feta, flannel, all firm crepes and 
wools and firm heavy cottons. 

Plabl S•m With Edps Overcast 
Together (~. '>: Is u'sed In ~

B holes, yoke seams, and often for side 
seams of cotton wash dresses. 

PlaJn SeaDIII l'rellled ()pea With 
Edges Overeaet (Fie. ,, : A method 

C very flrequently used for f1D1ab1Dg 

seams and suitable for most materials 
that ravel, such· as IIWt, wool. rayon, 
linen and some cotton. The ovel'ICUt
ing prevents the raw edps from ravel
ing and at the same time Insure a flat 

oseam. 

St~telaecl Back Edp Plaia s-
Prelad ()pea (Pic. '>: Turn bllclt raw 
edges % inch and stitch close to edge. 
A good sea.m tor allks and Ji&ht weight 

E woolens tlhlllt raveL 

Plain Seam Bo11D11 (FJc. ') : Good 
.for pressed open seams of. unlined 
coats and Jackets, and fw a.nn8CJ8 
seam of unlined coat or jacket. Por 

· the stde aeams use the ribbon aeam 
F tape and for the armscye always use 

bias. 
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Bobblnet is often used to bind seaDl6 of lace and semi-.sheer ma.terials 
that ravel easily. It is not bulky and therefore does not detmct from out
side appearance. 

French Sea'm (Fig. 5): To make, ~ · 
baste and stitch the seam edges on ~==------------
the right side and trim to one-eighth . '\.. 
inch. Turn .seem to the wrong side, '-""' A 
crease along stitching, baste, and c 
stitch about one-fourth inch from 

~"7'::= ~ r ____ :.-.-_~·-" 
for crisp cottoos suclh as print, ging
hams, chambrays, la.wns, bat&ltes and 
organdies. 

Mock Freaoh Seams (Fig. 5) : Es
peoie.lly recommended for a.rmscye in 
sheer filbrica and where a soft finish 
is required as in children's clothes. 
Thlis is really a ·plain seem with the 
edges turned in toward eacll other and 
overhanded together. A l"U1llling stitch 
may be used but the overhanding is 
neater. The seam is usually about 
one-fourth Inch wide when firilslled. 

D 

c 

Flat Felled Seam (Fig. 5) : This 
seam is used on men's shirts, pajamas, 
tailored blouses, bloomers, tailored 

Cd~rr==v.F~~T #------~---· 
panties and other garments requiring --------------- E 
flat tailoring. stitch seam on right 

side and cut away one edge to one

eig'hth inch. Turn and baste wider 
edge and down over the narrow one 

and stitch to garment, making a fla.t 

seam one-fourth inch wide with two 
rows of stitching on the right side. 

PI&'. 5.-Seams. a. French Seams. b. Mock French Seams. e. Flat Felled~ 
d. Lap Seam. e. .Seams Notched on O:atwanl Carns. . f. Seam Entering Hem. 
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Lap Seam (Fie. 5) : This type of seam Is used most commonly at pres
ent on aJmost any kind of material when joining yoke to waist or skirt or 
many other pla.ces where top st1tch1ng Is desired. Turn under seam lllllow
ance, baste and stitch very close to edge. '11he edges may be overcast, 
pinked or upper fold turned under and stitehed. 

Curved SeaJDB (Fie. 5) : These fit better If slashes are made in the 
seam about an incll apart. 

Seam EnteriDg llem (Fig. 5) : In pleats, with the seam in the inner 
fold of the plelllt, clip the seam before it enters the hem. This Insures a 
smoother finlsb. on the right side and the pleat stays 1n press better. 

HEMS 

Gettin&" an Even Hem Line 

. Measure your hem line after the rest of the dress has been completed. 
The dlsta.nce' from the floor Is .determ1Decl. by the current style, ~e type of 
dress and the indiViduaL Ohoose the length most becoming to the figure. 

If there Is no one to help hang your skirt, stand a.1.ongst.cl.e a table; the 
surface of which is just below the hip. Standing aga.:lnst the edge of the 
table. turn around slowly, putting pins" Into skirt every two Inches 1n line 
Wlth.the scfse.of the taOle. Remove garment and measure from· the floor to 
the edge of the table, and subtract the d1sta.nce from the floOr that ybu 
want the s1drt. This result is the DUmber of inChes from the hip l1ne to 
your lower skirt edge. Lay the garment on the table and measure down 
this number of Inches from the pin line and pUt in another pin line. 'lben 
you hem up.along this line, and if measured correctly, your skirt Will be 
botl1 straight and the des1recl. length. 

Plaia HeDJ.JDiDg 

Turn hem desired width, tlaste, and hem by taking slanting stitches 
through the cloth and hem, picking up only· a thread or two with the needle. 

Hem Gauge (Fie. 6) : To Insure an even hem, use a cardboard gauge. 
Cut one edge of the gauge at a right angle. 

Plain Hem With Stitched Edge (Fig. 6) : A pmct1cal f1n1sh for a hem 
1n cottons, lightweight silks and linens is to turn raw edge of hem once to 
wrong side and stitch close to edge. Turn hem desired width and hem by 
ha.n(L . 

Hem With Facing Tape (Fig. 6) : A hem suitable for wools, heavy 
silks, and heavy cottons is shown 1n sketch. Use bias or straight seam tape, 
stiteh to raw edge and sew down flat, using slip stitch. See illustration 
for slip stitch, Fig. 3 .. 

Ta.llor's Hem: This is $1m.Uar to Plain hemming, exeept ·the. needle is 
put straight through the cloth taking a very small stitch. The thread is 
thrown over the needle before taking the nem stitch, which is made only 
in the fold. Use stitches one-fourth to one-half inch apart. 
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Catch Stitched Hem (Fig. 6) : This is used for firm heavy silk and wool. 
It protects the raw edge that is left unturned. If only a thread or two are 
taken in the cloth at each stitch the stitches will not show on the right 
ride. See Fig. 3. 

Fullness in Hem (Fig. 7) : For gored and circular skirts there will be 
fullness. to be taken care of. Gather edge of hem with fine gathering 
stitch, baste and hem. This insures a more even distribution of the fuli
ness. Do not try to use too wide a hem on circular skirts. 

Narrow Hem (Fig. 7) : A very narrow semi-rolled hem is a popular fin
ish for fiared edges and skirts of fine materials. 

Napery Hem (Fig. 7) : This hem is used for table linen. First, baste 
a plain hem, and then fold back to right side of cloth exactly along hem 
line. Overhand through the crease 
of the cloth and the edge of the hem,----n 
taking up only a thread at a time \. 
and keeping the needle straight with ~ 
the thread of the material. Take - '--<fo....::=--=::.....:==..J 
stitches close together. Whmen hem A 
is pressed out it Is invisible on the 
right side. 

~- A 

' 

"'"'"lituUUIIIIIIIJIIIU~ 

Fig. 7.-Hems. a.. NaiTOW Hems. b. 
Napery Hem. c. Fullness in Hem. 

~ 
Fig. 6.-.s. Hem Ga.uge. b. Stitched 
Edge. c. Hem With Faeillg Tape; a. 
Catch Stitched HeuL. 
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BIAS 

TrUe bias facings and bindings shape themselves to fit better than those 
tbat are not true. 

- To make, as shown in Fig. 8, fold the materlal wUlh straiglht edges at 
rJght angles to each other. Crease aJoDg fold and cut. Measure for desired 
width and cut into strips. 

Bias bands are always seamed on the straight of the goods-with Ute 
thread-either cross to cross or letl.8th to length. COrners are clipped after 
stitcbfnr. 

A 

B 

~ c 0 
Fi&'· 8.--Cattin&" ol. Bfas. a. Me$hotl ol. FoliUD&' Bfas. b. c..wng Bias ll&ripa. 
o. JolnJDc Blu-Wroq Side. iL JoiBIDg .Bias-Right Side. 

BINDINGS 
· Bias bindings may be single or double. ~e single is most commonly 

used. The double is used on light weight and sheer mater1a.ls. 
For single bindings, cut bias strips tw.lce the width of finished binding, 

plus seam allowance on each edge. These may be applied to obtain differ
ent :fin18hes. 

Binding Caught Down by Baud 011 Wl'IODC Side (Fig, 9) : Baste and 
stitch the bias with right side of bias to right side of ga.rm&Jtt. Fold binding 
over seam, tuni in edge of binding seam's width, baste and hem iby hand. 
In this way no stitching shows on the right side. 

BindJDr Stitched on Bl&"ht Side Just Off EcJp (Fig. 9): Apply binding 
as in No. 1. Fold the bindlng over the seam so that the under edge wW 
extend a little past the top edge, in order that the stitching will be sure 
to catch. Stitch from the right side Juat off the tape. This produces a neat 
effect, especially if care is taken in the pressing. 
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Binding Stitched on Both Sidell 
(Fig. 9) : Apply binding as in No. 1, 
but instead of hemming by hand, 

,--f}:..._--/1---, baste and stitch on the ~t side on 
-~=-,~.p,-_,_""'1 the binding. This stitching shows on 

both sides on the binding. In .this 
case, care MUST be taken to have 
thread matching the tape in color. 

If binding is 1>ressed first, or if 
commercial binding is used, it may be 
basted over the edge of the garment, 
with edge of garment between folds of 
the binding, and machine stitched 

~------»-1 from right side--again being careful 
=""""===="'"'~to have matching thread. 

SLEEVES 

To successfully set in a sleeve, 
hold it toward you while working. 
Match notches perfectly. Because of 
the strain on sleeves, fullness is al
lowed at the top. This is to be set in 
so that it doesn't shOW when the 
sleeve is finished. Run a fine gath
ering thread around the top of the 
sleere. Pin freely beftlre basting; 
Finish the seam according to seam 
directiOlll!. See Fig. 10. 

. I 
I I 

Jl'lc. 10.-Methocl of l'a&tiDc In Sleeves. l'lmlblc, Baatluc, St1telalnc. 
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COLLARS 

Collar Attached to Garment With Bias Facing (Fig. 11) : Collars 
joined to neckline seams M"e properly put on with bias facing. Baste collar 
to neck of garment, baste one edge of !bias facing to seam of collar and neck, 
with right side of facing to right side of collar, and stitch. Turn facing 
over, baste and blind hem to dress. 

In wash dresses, ,bias of the material usually wears better and looks 
neater than the commercial tape. 

When putting on woolen colla;rs, use self material if not too heavy, bu~ 
do not turn under inner edge-pink it and catch stitch it down. If 'the 
material doesn't ravel it may be catch stitched without pinking. If material 
is too heavy, a silk bias may be used, providing it is the exact color of dress. 
This is less bulky and makes a smoother finish. Slip stitch to garment. 

Fig. 11.-couar Attached With Bias Binding. 

Tailored Collars (Fig. 12) : For tailored collar, double thickness, with 
facing. First stitch the ends of the collar. Then sew the inside, ar right 
side, of the collar to the facing with notches matching, and the outsid\1, or 
underside, tp dress, continuing around neck. The inside neck seam is 
fastened to the dress by hand from shoulder seam to shoulder seam. 
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Fig. 12.-Ta.ilored Collar. 

CUFFS 
Turn back cuf:lls should not be seamed in with the sleeve seam. Finish 

both the cuff and sleeve seams first. Attach with a bias facing. Sew the 
cuff to the right side of the sleeve. Sew the facing with the right side of 
the facing to the right side of the cuff. Bring the facing to the wrong side 
of the sleeve and put· down with blind stitching. Join bias facings with the 
tmead of material, making a diagonal seam. 

NECK AND SLEEVE FACINGS 
Do not sew facings in with shoulder and sleeve seams. Whether the fac

ing is to be sewed on top as decoration or underneath as a finish, the steps 
are the same. 

Make the shoulder seams and the sleeve seams; next make the seams 
in the faciDgs. Baste and stitch the facings to neck line or lower edge of 
the sleeve, tum to either the right or the wrong side, according to effect 
desired, and finish. If on the wrong side, catch down by a stitch invisible 
on the right side, and if to be put on the right side turn under the seam 
and stitch to garment. The above rule, at seams, applies also in putting 
on bindings and pipings. 

PLACKETS 
A flat placket should never gap, so use ItS many fasteners as the open

ing requires. Be sure they are sewed behind -the edge of the se~tm so they 
will not show when the placket is fastened. · · 
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Today, when fitted frocks made side closings necessary, it is essential 
to know how to make plackets with a professional look, as well as quickly. 
The bindings should be narrow, nat, smboth, secure, and invisible from the 
right side. Side Dress Placket (Fig. lt) : 

IN:)IOE 

Leave the side seam of the dress at 
the waist line open the desired length 
of the placket. Clip the seam at each 
end of the stitching line. The seams 
at each end should be back stitched 
one-half inch and thread tied. 

Out a piece of the fabric twice the 
length of the opening and 1%. inches 
wide, allowing three-eighth inch at 
ends for finishing. Turn in the ends. 
Stitch the binding ~ound opening 
with right side of binding to right 
side of garment, cutting seam to 
one-fourth inch in width. Fold 
binding over seam and bring to 
wrong side. Turn in free edge and 
hem down by hand to stitch.ing on 
seam. OVerhand ends of lap to-
gether. Turn lap under on front 
edge and close opening with lllti.Pil 
except at waist line where hook and 
eye is to be used. Matching tape 
may also be used. 

Fig. 13.-81de Dret111 l'laeket. 

Slashed ()peDIDp-Faced Back 
(Fig. U) : From fa.clngs are fre-
quently used on dresses, children's 
elothes, blouses, and pajamas. 

Place facing at neck with notches 
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m&tchlnl. Baste, to hold in place. Run a basting stitch, with a thread of 
material, the desired depth of the s1a.sh to serve as a cutting line. Stibch, 
beginning one-fourth from center line and taper to exact point at lower 
end of cutting line. Reverse the procedure on going badt on the other side. 
cut down the center to the point, being careful not to C\lit through the 
thread. Overcasttng stitches may be put in around the en~ taking them 
over the machine stitching to insure more strength. If extra strength is 
needed these may be ·buttonhole &titches, taken With fine thread so as not 
to be bulky. 

These facings may be turned to the wrong side as a finish or to the 
rilbt far decoration. 

A 
B 

RIGHT :110£ WRONG SlOE. 

Fig. 15.-<Joniinaou BoaDd aDd J!'aeed Placket. 
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Continuous Bound a.n.d ~d (Fig. 15): This is to be used on chil
dren's clothes, blouses, and undergarments. 

Out the opening as long as desired. Cut the facing twice as wide as 
desired when finished plus one-half inch for the seams, and twice as long 
as the opening. Place the right side of the facing to the right side of gar
ment, .baste and stitch one-fourth inch from the edge tapering to quite a 
n.a.lrow seam around the end. 

Turn the other edges of the facing under one-fourth inch, fold over the 
seam the entire length of the placket. Baste and stitch this bound side 
<which is the underside> and across the end of the placket. Cut out the 
extra material from the facing side to one-foiiDth inch of the folded edge. 
Baste and put down by hand or stitch in piace to the garment as for any 
facing. When finished, the right side of the placket will show only the 
stitching of the faced side, or there will 1be little indication of the finish If 
done by hand. (Fig. 15.) 

BELTING 

For the inside belt of the skirt, use cotton 9elting. Turn in the ends 
and finish with bindiil:g or tape. (See Fig. 16.) 
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Place the top of the skirt just over the edge on the beLt and cover the 
raw edge6 with bias facing or straight t&pe. 'rum the belting down to the 
wrong side of the s~ and press the top carefully. It may be necessary 
to stitch along the top of the belt on the right side. sew hooks and eyes on 
the belt as in illustration. Do not have belting lap. 

BUTI'ONHOLES 

Working Buttonholes (Fig. 17) : 1 
Out the buttonhole a little larger 
than the button to be used. Use 
buttonhole scissors if possible, but if 
not, mark each end of the button
hole with the point of a large pin 
and inSert the point of very sharp 
scissors in one .hole and cut to the 2 

"""'· .,...,.. ~· ........... the 0 
...... ~:--.--\-llltiMitiiti~ 
)Vercasti'ng stitch is used to prevent 3 
raveling. Hold the buttonhole along 

Without a .knot, and, at the end ~ p q;: the top of the first finger. Begin ~t~ittfttttiit~ 
rartherest away from the finished 
edge, work over end of thread. 
Point the needle toward left shoul
der to make a slanting stitch. Make 
wbout three or four stitches on each 
lsde of the buttonhole. Depth of 
Ltitch depends on the size of the 
buttonhole-never make it too wide. 

Buttonhole StHch: Place the 
needle at the same place where the 
overcasting started, in order to keep 
thread where the button pUlls un
broken. Point the needle at right 
angles to the edge, and stick in the 
material about one-sixteenth of an 
Inch deep or less, accordl'ng to size 
of buttonhole and kind of material. 

·ltittiittt~t~~ 
r 

Ji'lg. 17.-Woned ButtoDholes. L 
Overcast Slash. 2. Buttonhole Stltell 
With Fan End. 3 •. Making of Bar. 4. 
Completed Buttonbole. 5-6. Butioa"' 
bole with Bar at Each End. 

<llold the buttonhole so that it lies flat on top of the forefinger. Do not 
spread it open.) While the needle is in place pass the double thread from 
the eye of the needle around under the point of the needle from righlt to 
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left 1f working from right to left. Draw the needle through, pull1ng thread 
from you and at right angles to the cut edge of the buttonhole; a loop called 
the purl w1ll be formed on the edge. This protects the edge of the button
hole from wearing. Continue until the corner is reached. All stitches 
should be the same depth and spaced the same. 

The Fan: The fan is made with the same buttonhole stitch. Five to 
seven stitohes make a good fan. The third or fourth one is taken 0111 a 
line with the cut and is the deepest, and the stitches at each side are slant
ing. After turning the fan, turn the buttonhole and continue with the but
tonhole stitch as on the first side. When secood corner is reached, finish 
with a ba.r. 

The Bar: Take two or more stitches acrCllll tbe end of the buttollhole 

in line wt1h the outer edgeB. . Tutn the work and take tiny blanket stitcbeil 
over these, taking up a few threads of the cloth each time. PMten the 
thread 0111 the Wl"'lJg side by seevral stitches. On fine material, ltQe bal:: 
may be made by over imd over stitches. · 

Vertical buttonholes Ulii118Jly .have the bar at both endll, while borhlon~ 
tal ones have the fan at the button end and the bar at the other. There 
are often, .however, exceptioos to this rule. 

FASTENERS 

Be sure *o have enough fasteners to clo8e openings securely.· The type 
of the fasteners depend on 'the loo&tion of the garment and .the purpose for 
which they are intended. Irivisible fasteners are snaps and hooks and eyes; 
while puttons are used where a decorative effect is desired. 

Butltous (Fig. 18): In aew1ng on buttoo.s, to allow room for the button
hole, sew over a pin and make ·a shank by winding the thread around the 
stem. 

Hooks and Eyes (Fig. 18): The following diagram shows the method 
of putting an hooks and eyes. These also may .be buttonhole stitdhed if 
desired. 

Snap Fasteners (Fie. 18) : Snap fasteners are sewed on with several 
over and over stitches in each hole of the fastener. (Pour or five thr!)ads 
to a hole.) If a more decorative finish is desired, a buttonhole stitch may 
be used. 

Uncerie Strap Holders (Fig. 19) : In order to keep shoulder straps from 
continually slipping off, holders may be attached to the shoulder seams 
of dresses. These may be of the dress material, .ot tape, or a worked bar; 
to which snap fasteners are attached. Sew one side of the snap to the seam 
of the dress and the other side to one end of the holder, the other end being 
attached to the seam of the dress, about llh inch from the snap on the 
seain. These · ire passed under the straps and snapped-holding the 
lingerie straps firmly in place. 
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Fir. 19.-Linprle StraJI Holden. 
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TAILORED FINISHES 

Bound Buttonhol-<me Piece 
Place a rectangle of fabric, straight or bias, on the right side of gar

ment, allowing plenty of seam space all around the desired size of the but-
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Right Sid~ 

r----------... L.----------...1 I o -- -- - ----- -· 

f)--------~ 

---------

1....----------, 

Wrong Side 

B ,---------. L---------
'-----~--- __ , 

~-------~~ D ·: ________ . 
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tonhole. A good size is a piece of material two inches wide and one 
and one-half inch longer than the buttonhole. Baste marldng for slit. 
Stitch one-eighth inch from mark, turning square comers. cut on the 
center marking to within one-eighth inch of the end, then cut dia.gona.lly to 
each comer. Take the fabric through to the wrong side and crease the 
ends. Take a few blind stitches at each end to hold down fast. A neater 
finish may be obtained by turning the seams away from the buttonholes. 
Slash the facing to correspond to the buttonhole, tum the seam under and 
blind stitch to the wrong &ide of the buttonhole. Do not stitch on the right 
&ide, It is best to baste the opening together before pressing. The success 
of a good buttonhole depends on exactly square comers, with diagonal snips 
at comers eut completely to comer stitching. In case there is no facing 
on dress, a two-piece buttonhole is best. <See Fig. 20.) 

Pockets 

Bound Poeketa (Fig. 21) : The same principle is used for a bound 
pocket as for the bound buttonhole, except that the piece that makes the 
binding must also be large enough to make the pocket. U the pocket is 
stitched on the right &ide, put the stitching right in the seam and in this 
way it will not be notioeable. The pocket binding can 'be overhanded to 
the seam on the wrong side, however, and no stitching is necessary on the 
right side. Bring the pocket through to the wrong side as for the button
hol&-crease back the diagonal snips, fold the material to the center of 
the hole and sew. Bring the lower end of the pocket to the top edge and 
stitch. Seam the sides and overcast the edges. 

Flap Podret (Fig. 2!): A flap pocket is similar to the welt pocki!t 
except that the flap is stitched to the top of the pocket and the ends are 
lett free. 

Welt Pocket (Fig, 23): Make the welt the desired width (about oJ!e
half to three-fourths inch when finished is a good width} and the lengith 
plus the seams at each end will be the width of the pocket. Seam the welt 
and tum right side out. The length of the finished welt will be the exact 
length of the pocket .sllt. Place the open edges of the welt below the pocket 
line and baste. Baste one side of the pocket on the welt, having the pocket 
a good half inch wider on each side than the finished welt. Baste the 
other side of the pocket above the line and stitch one-eighth inch from the 
edge on both sides to the end of the welt and across the ends, 110~ a 
rectangle. Slit on the pocket line to one-fourth inch of the end of the welt 
-cut diagonally to the comers. Tum the pocket to the wrong side, crease 
the diagonal snip& back firmly, and stitch the pocket seam, being sure to 
catch the triangles at the end of the slit. Slip stitch the ends of the welt 
to the garment. 
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Fig. '2L-Boancl Pocket Showing Stages. The three drawlup oa 1the left 
Bhow Wl'OJIC lillie OD pocket.. The three drawiup OD the right show right 
side of pocket. 
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Fig. 22.-F!ap Pocket. 

A 

[ }l 

[ 
B 

c 
Fig. 23.-Welt Pocket. a. Pocket 
Slash. b-e. Welt. d. Attachin~ 
Pocket and Welt. 

Patch Pocket (FI&'. M) : Turn under the sea.m around the pocket, 
(notching the curve, if rounded, to make it fit) baste, and finish the hem 
on the f&cing at the top !before applying. The illUBtration shows a neat 
way of finishing the corners. 

Fl&'. M.--Pateh Poeket. a. Wrong Side. b. Right Side. 
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CORNERS 

Mitered Comer (Fig. Z5) : Fold the hems on both sides the desired 
width and crease firmly. Fold and creaSe the comer square made by the 
hem fold diagonally from the comer point to the opposite corner. Open out 
completely and cut across the comer, leaving a seam's width byond the 
crosswise diagonal crease. This makes a true miter. The corner may be 
slip stitched or overhanded together. Or fold the right sides together and 
seam on the machine. Press the seam open and turn back in position. 
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Fig. Z5.-Mitered Corner. a. Method of Folding and Cutting. b. Finished 
Comer. 

Cut-out Corners for Hems (Fig. 26) : For straight line square corners, 
fold as for a regular hem, open, and cut out a rectangle of the bulk under 
the corner from the edge that was folded underneath, leaving seams. Fold 
back in place and hem. 
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Fig. 26.-8quare Corner. a. Method. b. Finished Comer. 
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DECORATIVB STII'CHES 

Decorative stitches may make or mar. earetul. thought and aelect1oa 
are most important. It Js much better to have too little than too much. 

Blanket Stitch (Fi&'. 37): Hold the edges to be finished toward you on 
the forefinger of the left hand. Bring the thread to these edges, hoidma- il 
under the left thumb. Insert the needle the depth of the stitch back from 
the edge, and pull toward you. Continue in tbJs manner, placing the 
stitches an equal distance apart and the same depth. There are many va
riations of the blanket ,stitch, in which the depth of stitch ill varied regu
larly or the stitches are grouped at interesting distances. 

Feather Stitch (Fig. 37) : Feather stitchUlg may be made with one or 
several stitches on each side of the center line. The stitch is made toward 
the worker. Knot the thread and bring the needle up. through the material. 
Hold the thread ,under the left thumb, insert the needle in a slanting stitch 
to the right of the center line and over the thread. Hold the thread again 
and make .a s1m1lar slanting stitch to the left of the line, bringing the needle 
out again over the thread. Continue in tbJs manner. The 'beauty of 
feather stitching depends on its evenness. 

Doable Overca8UDc (Fi&'. 37): Make the stitches as in the d.irection 
for overcasting, then reverse the procedure, talt1ng the second row of 
stitches half way between the stitches of the first row. 

Outline Stueh <Fi&'· 2'7): Work from left to right. Pas~ the thread 
with a few running stitches toward the •beginning point. Insert the· needle 
the desired stitch length fTom the beginning point, and bring it up to the 
right side in the middle of the first stitch. Let the thread fall naturany. 
Take the next stitch one-ha.lf stitch length from the first; and bring ~ 
needle up exactly at the end of the first stttch. Continue in tbJs manner, 
always keeping the thread below the working line. Fasten the thread by 
several over and over or back stitches on the wrong side. 

Facotlnr (Fig. Z7): This is used to join two finished edeges. Very at
tractive yokes and collar and cuff sets are made by joining bias ~diq 
with dit:ferent fagoting stitches. It is alllo used to join different part.s of 
a garment. Baste the edges to be fagoted on stiff paper the desired width 
apart, and join with stitches of the required length. Fasten the thread on 
one underneath side, working from left to right, then cross to the opposite 
side with a diagonal stitch, taking a small stitch in the edge. The needle 
in crossing each time passes 1Dlder the thread of the preceding stitch; malt
ing a slight twist at the edge. 

Bar Farotfnr (Fi&'. 37) : For bar faaoting, twist the thread around the 
needle always in the same direction. Stitches are taken dJrectly opposite 
each other, passing the needle between the folds of the edge, after each 
even stitch. 
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E7eleta (Ffc. 17) : Theile are used em belts. on garments with Jaclq, 
and fo\' decoratlODS. outltne the eyelet with fine 1'1.Ul1l1DI stitches and then 
pf.enle with a stmetto. They may be !blanket stitched, buttonhole or limply 
worked over and over with closely set short stitches. In connectlon with 
tbe •tin stitch embroidery, the last method 1s the moSt desirable. 
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~. !7.-Deoorailve:·stuches. a. BJauket ·Stitch. b. c. cL Feather a1ld Briar 
Sil&ohea.e. Double Overcaatbag. f. Outllne Stitch. C· DlapDal ~. h. 
Bar Facotbl&'. L Eyelet& 
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